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1\\0 possible paths, couldn't we find the same alternatives, under other con
dilions , in Jovce and Beckett?" As Irishmen, both of them live within the 
genial conditions of H minor literature. That is the glory of this sort of minor 
literdture-to be the revolutionary force for all literature. The utilization of 
English and of every language in Joyce. The utilization of English and French 
in Beckett. But the former never stops operating by exhilaration and over
determination and brings about all sorts of world.vide reterritorializations. 
The other proceeds by dryness and sobriety, a willed poverty, pushing deter
ritorialization to such an extreme that nothing remains but intensities .) 

How many people today live in a language that is not their own? Or no 
longer, or not yet, even know their own and know poorly the major language 
that they are forced to serve? This is the problem of immigrants, and espe
cially of their children, the problem of minorities , the problem of a minor 
literature, but also a problem for all of us: how to tear a minor literature 
a~\ay from its own language , allowing it to challenge the language and mak
ing it follow a sober revolutionary path? How to become a nomad and an 
immigrant and a gypsy in relation to one's own language? Kafka answers: 
steal the baby from its crib, walk the tightrope. 
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From A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia 1 

From Introduction : Rhizome 

The two of us wrote Anti-Oedipus1 together. Since each of us was several, 
there was already quite a crowd. Here we have made use of everything that 
came within range , what was closest as well as farthest away. \Ne have 
assigned clever pseudonyms to prevent recognition. VYhy have we kept our 
own names? Out of habit, purely out of habit. To make ourselves unrecog
nizable in turn. To render imperceptible, not ourselves, but what makes us 
act , feel, and think . Also because it's nice to talk like everybody else, to say 
the sun rises, when everybody knows it's only a manner of speaking. To reach, 
not the point where one no longer says I, but the point where it is no longer 
of any importance whether one says I. We are no longer ourselves. Each will 
know his own. We have been aided, inspired, multiplied. 

A book has neither object nor subject; it is made of variously formed mat
ters, and very different dates and speeds. To attribute the book to a subject 
is to overlook this working of matters, and the exteriority of their relations. 
It is to fabricate a beneficent God to explain geological movements. In a 
book, as in all things, there are lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata 
and territories; but also lines of flight, movements of de territorialization and 
destratification. Comparative rates of flow on these lines produce phenom

6. Sd mu 0i Beckett ( 1906-1 989 ), Iri sh-born nov J . Translaled by Bri"" Massumi . who occasio nally 
oi i'l clild pl aYlvrighl who published in bOlh Frenc h relains the original Frenc h. in parenth~, se s. 
d"J J:.nglish. Ja mes Joyce IIR82--19411 . Irish 1. 4I1ti-Ocdip"" C"l'ita/i"" " lid Sclli:ophr.nia, 10 

\\r iter whn<;e fiction is e\:t·raordinarily innovati ve in \dlich lhis work is n sequ e l. was puhli shed in 
It'ch ni4l1e and language . Fre nc h in 1972. 
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ena of relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the contrary, of acceleration 
and rupture. All this, lines and measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage. 
A book is an assemblage of this Idnd, and as such is unattributable. It is a 
multiplicity-but we don't know yet what the multiple entails when it is no 
longer attributed , that is, after it has been elevated to the status of <I sub
stantive. One side of a machinic assemblage faces the strata, which doubtlt'ss 
make it a Idnd of organism , or signifying totality, or determination attribut
able to a subject; it also has a side facing a body without orga1JS,J "hich is 
continually dismantling the organism, causing asignifying particles or pure 
intensities to pass or circulate , and attributing to itself subjects that it leaves 
with nothing more than a name as the trace of an intensity. What is the bod\' 
without organs of a book? There are several, depending on the nature of th~ 
lines considered , their particular grade or density, and the possibility of thei r 
converging on a "plane of consistency" assuring their selection. Here, as 
elsewhere, the units of measure are what is essential: qtumtif),'U.·rijing . There 
is no difference between what a book talks about and how it is made. 
Therefore a book also has no object. As an assemblage, a book has only itself, 
in connection with other assemblages and in relation to other bodies without 
organs. We will never ask what a book means, as signified or signifier;· we 
will not look for anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions 
with, in connection with what other things it does or does not transmit inten
sities , in which other multiplicities its own are inserted and metamorphosed, 
and with what bodies without organs it makes its OWI1 converge. A book exists 
only through the outside and on the outside. A book itself is a little machine: 
what is the relation (also measurable ) of this literary machine to a war 
machine, love machine, revolutionary machine, etc.-and an abstract 
machine that sweeps them along? \Ne have been criticized for overquoting 
literary authors. But when one writes, the only question is which other 
machine the literary machine can be plugged into, must be plugged into in 
order to work . Kleist and a mad war machine, Kafka' and a most extraordi
nary bureaucratic machine ... (What if one became animal or plant tltroUgll 
literature, which certainly does not mean literarily? Is it not first through the 
voice that one becomes animaP) Literature is an assemblage. It has nothing 
to do with ideology. There is no ideology and never has been. 

All we talk about are multiplicities, lines, strata and segmentarities, lines 
of flight and intensities , machinic assemblages and their various t)pes. bodies 
without organs and their construction and selection, the plane of consis
tency, and in each case the units of measure. Stratometers, deleollleters." 
BwO units ofdensity, BwO units ofCOltvergence : Not only do these constitute 
a quantification of 'vlTiting, but they define writing as always the measure of 

3. A way of lhinking (lbout bodj l~ experie nce as. an 
int erc on nec ted s\'slem of Ao\\'" J nd fo rc f' s r. lth e r 
thal1 a ~lru c t un: ~r organs. Also refe rred I n <l!- HIt,O. 
il high light> th e difference het"'een the unpredict
.ble li\ e boch "nd the e1i".ct,,!'le cleod bod\ and 
!:i ces th e hod~ a s a censt:le~s "desirillg-mac hii, e.'· 
4 . The term's come from the strucluralthenn of 
langu"ge de\'e loped bl' FERI)!,' -\\J) DE ~ IL SSt. He 
(1857-1 9 13'- Th e d h isinn of th e "sign" into "sig
nifier" (t he materia l of t he 5i:;:,,) "nd"signihed" ( t he 
meaning of [h e s ign ) mirrors the cli\'i ~ ion bel \\een 
matter and meaning that DeJeu7.t' and Guatt ari aim 

tv clispl act' here. 
S. Fr<:tnz i<afk,! ( lS .';3-1924), -\ ust l'lM! IHI \ch, : 
;~nd short !-lOn wril<::r\\ 'ho lin,d much Ilfhi..; 11ft'in 
Pri.igu <:, : hE:' nl~morably depicted tilt.' hurl·.l ucr; li( 
machine Hl hi~ lInfmishecl nOH'! Tlul r,od( i ..Jw 6 

Hei nrich HIn JJ e i~( ; 1777- 1811 i , Ge rlll 'l1l \\ritl' r 
o j' P!.t\'s Jnd non: l1 i:1s: hi s pia\' Prillci' r n t ,/ "icl, ll" j 
H (IJ I/;';urg (J811 ; is conce'rn t'd "ith Ihc' '" ,I r 
m;)c it!lH'," 
(1, De leu ze and Guallari's coin ~! g<:: con\ l'f' IO!1' 

int o lin es of detl l h. 
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something else. Writing has nothing to do with signifying. It has to do with 
surveying, mapping, even realms that are yet to come. 

A first type of book is the root-book. The tree is already the image of the 
world, or the root the image of the world-tree. This is the classical book, as 
noblr, signifying. and subjective organic interiority (the strata of the book). 
The book imitates the world. as art imitates nature: by procedures specific 
to it that accomplish what nature cannot or can no longer do. The law of the 
book is the law of reflection, the One that becomes two. How could the law 
of [he book reside in nature, when it is what presides over the very division 
between world and book, nature and art? One becomes two: whenever we 
encounter this formula, even stated strategically by Mao' or understood in 
the most "dialectical" way possible, what we have before us is the most c1as
sic;)1 and well reflected, oldest, and weariest kind of thought. Natur~doesn't 
work that way: in nature, roots are taproots with a more multiple, lateral, 
and circular system of ramification, rather than a dichotomous one. Thought 
lags behind nature. Even the book as a natural reality is a taproot, with its 
pivotal spine and surrounding leaves. But the book as a spiritual reality, the 
Tree or Root as an image, endlessly develops the law of the One that becomes 
two. then of the two that become four . . . Binary logic8 is the spiritual reality 
of the root-tree. Even a diSCipline as "advanced" as linguistics retains the 
root-tree as its fundamental image, and thus remains wedded to classical 
reAcction (for example, Chomsky9 and his grammatical trees, which begin 
at a point S and proceed by dichotomy). This is as much as to say that this 
system of thought has never reached an understanding of multiplicity: in 
order to arrive at two following a spiritual method it must assume a strong 
principal unity. On the side of the object, it is no doubt possible, follOWing 
the natural method, to go directly from One to three, four, or five , but only 
if there is a strong principal unity available, that of the pivotal taproot sup
porting the secondary roots. That doesn't get us very far. The binary logic of 
dichotomy has simply been replaced by biunivocal' relationships between 
successive circles. The pi-vd\al taproot provides no better understanding of 
multiplicity than the dichotodnous root. One operates in the object, the other 
in [he subject. Binary logic and biunivocal relationships still dominate psy
choanalysis (the tree of delusion in the Freudian interpretation of Schreber's2 
case), linguistics, structuralism, and even information science. 

The radicle-system, or fascicular root," is the second figure of the book, to 
which our modernity pays willing allegiance. This time, the principal root 
has aborted, or its tip has been destroyed; an immediate, indefinite multi
plicity of secondary roots grafts onto it and undergoes a flourishing devel

7. :\bo Zedong (I R93- 1976L leader and principal 
Marxis t theorist of China's communist revolu(ion~ 
the phrase "one becomes two" (app lied to the birth 
of children ) appears in his Example< (~f Dialectics 
\ I g<;g). 

~. The logic of either / or, in which a ll values come 
in pair!: of opposition. 
~. Noam Chomsky rh. 1928), Am",ic"n linguist 
\\"ho Je,Jised tran sformational-gencmtive grammar, 
\\ hkh attempts to rf'I.-He sentences with different 
~ tH!ctures and account for all the ac ceptable sen
tences of a language by {lifferemiating between 
"dccp structures" (innate ::I nd unconsciQu s forms 

that en!'lIrc competence ) and "surface structures" 
(the particular semenees into which the deep 
structures are tran.o; fQrrned in performance). 
\. Turning to both sides, but only in a prescribed 
way. 
2. -Daniel Paul Schreber ( 1842-1911 ). German 
judge whose Memoirs of My ,\Iervo".< /IIne.1S (1903) 
were analyzed bv SIGMu;'ID FRE ~ D ( 18%-1939), 
Austrian founder of psychoanalysis. in ,1n impor
tant 1911 study . 
3 . .'\ sma ll. secondary root (n fascicle is al so a divi
sion of a book published in parts, and both words 
ShJrf their Latin rool \\,ilh.fnscism ). 
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opment. This time, natural reality is \\hat aborts the principal root, but tht> 
root 's unity subsists, as past or yet to come, as possible. V/e must ask iF 

, reflexive , spiritual reality does not compensate for this stal e of thi ngs bl 
demanding an even more comprehensh'e secret unily, or a more exten si \ '~ 
totality . Take William Burroughs 's' cut-up melhod: the folding of ont.' texi 
onto another, which constitutes multiple and even adventitious roots (like a 
cutting), implies a supplementary dimension to that of the texts under Con
sideration. In this supplementary dimension of folding, unity continues its 
spiritual labor. That is why the most resolutely fragmented work can also bt.' 
presented as the Total Work or Magnum Opus .5 Most modern methods for 
making series proliferate or a multiplicity grow are perfectly valid in one 
direction, for example, a linear direction , whereas a unity of totalization 
asserts itself even more firmly in another, circular or cyclic, dimension . 
Whenever a multiplicity is taken up in a structure, its growth is offset by a 
reduction in its laws of combination. The abortionists of unity are indeed 
angel makers, doctores angelici , because they affirm a properly angelic and 
superior unity. Joyce's6 words, accurately described as ha\'ing "multiple 
roots ," shatter the linear unity of the word , even of language, only 10 posit a 
cyclic unity oflhe sentence, text, or knowledge, Nietzsche 's ~ aphorisms shat
ter the linear unity of knowledge , only to invoke the cyclic unity of the eternal 
return, present as the nonknown in thought. This is as much as to say that 
the fascicular system does not really break with dualism, with the comple
mentarity between a subject and an object, a natural reality and a spiritual 
reality: unity is consistently thwarted and obstructed in the object. while a 
new type of unity triumphs in the subject. The world has lost its pivot; the 
subject can no longer even dichotomize, but accedes to a higher unity, of 
ambivalence or overdetermination, in an always supplementary dimension 
to that of its object. The world has become chaos, but the book remains the 
image of the world : radicle-chaosmos rather than root-cosmos. A strange 
mystification: a book all the more total for being fragmented. AI any rate. 
what a vapid idea, the book as the image of the world. In trutlt: it is not 
enough to say, "Long live the multiple," difficult as it is to raise that cry. :\0 
typographical , lexical, or even syntactical cleverness is enough to make it 
heard. The multiple must be made, not by always adding a higher dimension. 
but rather in the simplest of ways, by dint of sohriety, with the number of 
dimensions one already has available-alw'ays n - I (the only \~ 'ay the one 
belongs to the multiple: always subtracted). Subtract the unique from the 
multiplicity to be constituted; write at n - I dimensions. A system of this 
kind could be called a rhizome. A rhizome as subterranean stem is ahsoluteh 
different from roots and radicles. Bulbs and tubers are rhizomes . Plants "ith 
roots or radicles may be rhizomorphic in other respects altogether: the ques
tion is whether plant life in its specificity is not entirely rhizomatic. hen 
some animals are, in their pack form. Rats are rhizomes. Burroll's are t(lO. 

4. American \-Hiter of expl' rime ntal no\'-e i5 ( 19 14- fo r I hf inn o\'a rio ns of techn ig u {· "nd '11' t.'llt i( H'~ ~\ : 
199 7) : see ''The C ut·L'p i\lethod of Ilri on C) ' in" \\(Jrds in hi s n Cl io ll. e5 pe(,Ii:lIl~ in Fi ll l / t ' '.: )!) I ' \ \ . ; ~j 
in T/w Third Mi" d ( 1978 \ by Burroughs and G ysin . ~ 1939 ,. \\ hic:h end s in an un nni sh l'd " jI 1l1 t..~ I1lC th I~! 
'i. '-\n allusion to th e Frenc h P OC! STH H''' [ ;1 1,\ [ , is com pleted b\ the fragment \\"j rh \\ h iel l the h.lIl . 
un,\([ ( 1842- 18 98'1. ,,'ho combined, notariold " ~egi n s . Doctore'i nngelici : angelic !t' ..ll.' hl,.'(=- L: I .! ~I' : 11 
fragm enta l) ", Ie " 'ith an a lc hemica l dream of th~ " I RIEDRICH '1 [ TZ C H I: ( 18 ';';-.1 , ,00 ', t ,,, , 
Crea t Work, philosopher. 
6. James Joyce ( 188 2- 1 Q41 ,1. Iri , h "riter Kn own 
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in all of their functions of shelter , supply, movement, evasion, and breakout. 
The rhizome itself assumes very diverse forms, from ramified surface exten
sion in all directions to concretion into bulbs and tubers. When rats swarm 
over each other. The rhizome includes the best and the worst: potato and 
couchgrass, or the weed . Animal and plant, couchgrass is crabgrass. 

Let us summarize the principal characteristics of a rhizome: unlike trees or 
their roots, the rhizome connects any point to any other point, and its traits 
are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature; it brings into play 
very different regimes of signs, and even nonsign states. The rhizome is 
reducible neither to the One nor the multiple. It is not the One that 
becomes Two or even directly three, four, five, etc. It is not a multiple 
derived from the One, or to which One is added (n + 1). It is composed not 
of units but of dimensions, or rather directions in motion. It has neither 
beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it grows and 
which it overspiJls . It constitutes linear multiplicities with n dimensions 
having neither subject nor object, which can be laid out on a plane of con
sistency, and from which the One is always subtracted (n - 1). When a 
multiplicity of this kind changes dimension, it necessarily changes in nature 
as well, uRdergoes a metamorphosis. Unlike a structure, which is defined 
by a set of points and positions. with binary relations between the points 
and biunivocal relationships between the positions, the rhizome is made 
only of lines: lines of segmentarity and stratification as its dimensions, and 
the line of flight or deterritorialization as the maximum dimension after 
which the multiplicity undergoes metamorphosis, changes in nature. These 
lines, or lineaments, should not be confused with lineages of the arbores
cent type, which are merely localizable linkages between points and posi
tions. Unlike the tree, the rhizome is not the object of reproduction: neither 
external reproduction as image-tree nor internal reproduction as tree
structure. The rhizome is an antigenealogy. It is a short-term memory, or 
antimemory. The rhizome operates by variation, expansion, conquest, cap
ture, offshoots. Unlike the graphic arts, drawing, or photography, unlike 
tracings, the rhizome pertains to a map that must be produced, constructed, 
a map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible, modifiable, and 
has multiple entryways and exits and its own lines of flight. It is tracings 
that must be put on the map, not the opposite. In contrast to centered (even 
polycentriC) systems with hierarchical modes of communication and prees
tablished paths, the rhizome is an acentered. nonhierarchical, nonsignifying 
system without a General and without an organizing memory or central 
automaton, defined solely by a circulation of states. What is at question in 
the rhizome is a relation to sexuality-but also to the animal, the vegetal, 
the world, politics, the book, things natural and artificial-that is totally 
different from the arborescent relation: all manner of "becomings." 

t\ plateau is always in the middle, not at the beginning or the end. A 
rhizome is made of plateaus. Gregory BatesonS uses the word "plateau" to 
designate something very special: a continuous, self-vibrating region of 
intensities whose development avoids any orientation toward a culmination 

R. English anthropologist. biologist. ethn ologist. "nd philosopher ( 1904-1 nO). 
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point or external end. Bateson cites Balinese culture as an example: mother
child sexual games, and even quarrels among men, undergo this bizarre 
intensive stabilization. "Some sort of continuing plateau of intensity is sub
stituted for [sexual) climax," war, or a culmination point. It is a regrettable 
characteristic of the Western mind to relate expressions and actions to exte
rior or transcendent ends, instead of evaluating them on a plane of consis
tency on the basis of their intrinsic value.9 For example, a book composed 
of chapters has culmination and termination points. ,"!hat takes place in a 
book composed instead of plateaus that communicate with one another 
across microfissures, as in a brain? We call a "plateau" any multiplicity con
nected to other multiplicities by superficial underground stems in such a wa\' 
as to form or extend a rhizome. We are writing this book as a rhizome. It i~ 
composed of plateaus. We have given it a circular form, but only for laughs. 
Each morning we would wake up, and each of us would ask himself what 
plateau he was going to tackle, writing five lines here, ten there . \Ve had 
hallUcinatory experiellces, we watched lines leave one plateau and proceed 
to another like columns of tiny ants. We made circles of convergence. Each 
plateau can be read starting anywhere and can be related to any other pla
teau. To attain the multiple, one must have a method that effectively con
structs it; no typographical cleverness, no lexical agility, no blending or 
creation of words, no syntactical boldness, can substitute for it. In fact, these 
are more often than not merely mimetic procedures used to disseminate or 
disperse a unity that is retained in a different dimension for an image-book. 
Technonarcissism. Typographical, lexical, or syntactic creations are neces
sary only when they no longer belong to the form of expression of a hidden 
unity, becoming themselves dimensions of the multiplicity under consider
ation; we only know of rare successes in this. I We ourselves \~ere unable to 
do it. We just used words that in turn function for us as plateaus. RHIZO

MATICS = SCHIZOANALYSIS = STRATOANALYSIS = PRAGMATICS = MICROPOL

)TICS. These words are concepts, but concepts are lines , which is to say. 
number systems attached to a particular dimension of the multiplicities 
(strata, molecular chains, lines of flight or rupture, circles of convergence. 
etc.). Nowhere do we claim for our concepts the title of a science. We are 
no more familiar with scientificity than we are with ideology; all we know 
are assemblages. And the only assemblages are machinic assemblages of 
desire and collective assemblages of enunciation. No signifiance/ no sub· 
jectification: wTiting to the nth power (all individuated enunciation remains 
trapped within the dominant significations, all signifying desire is associated 
with dominated subjects). An assemblage, in its multiplicity, necessarily acts 
on semiotic flows, material flows, and social flows simultaneously (indepen· 
dently of any recapitulation that may be made of it in a scientific or theo· 
retical corpus ). There is no longer a tripartite division between a field of 
reality (the world) and a field of representation (the book) and a field of 

9. Gregol') Bateson. Step' toward an Ecology of ureut Hec l!s.\aire [Absol1ttely Necessll r') I: n,e E,"cr' 

Mind U\ew York : Bollantine Books. 19i21. p . I 13. geHCY Book IParb: iVJinuit, \973J. a Irul) nomad!!.: 

" will be noted Ihat the word "plateau" is used in book. In the same \'ein. sec the resf'arc h in pro~ri's; 

class ical studies of bulbs, tubers. and rhizomes; see at th e :\·lontfaLH,:oll Research Ce nter ~ Dt.,lt: u/t:' an 

the entl')' for "Bulh" in M. H . Baillon . Dietio,,· Gu attari's note I. 

naire de h(l!cw;qlle (Di clioJlary oI Bot(lll) I (Paris . 2. A term rhat emphasizes rhe proce" of I'roduch 

HachetLe , 18 76- 921 [Deleule and Guattari', ing meaning (10 contrast to 5igll;.(lcallcl!. nhl( 

note] . emphasizes the result ). 

1. For ",ample. Joelle de La Cas in icre. Ab50/'" 
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subjectivity (the author). Rather, an assemblage establishes connections 
bet\l een certain multiplicities drawn from each of these orders, so that a 
book h,ls no sequel nor the world as its object nor one or several authors as 
ils subject. [n short, we think that one cannot write sufficiently in the name 
of un oLltside. The outside has no image, no signification, no subjectivity. 
The book as assemblage with the outside, against the book as image of the 
\I·orld. A. rhizome-book, not a dichotomous, pivotal, or fascicular book. Never 
send down roots, or plant them, however difficult it may be to avoid reverting 
10 the old procedures. 'Those things which occur to me, occur to me not 
from the root up but rather only from somewhere about their middle. Let 
someone then attempt to seize them, let someone attempt to seize a blade 
of grass and hold fast to it when it begins to grow only from the middle ."3 

\\hv is this so difficult? The question is directly one of perceptual semiotics. 
It's 'not easy to see things in the middle, rather than looking down on them 
From above or up at them from below, or from left to right or right to left: 
try it, you'll see that everything changes. It's not easy to see the grass in 
things and in words (similarly, Nietzsche said that an aphorism had to be 
"ruminated"; never is a plateau separable from the cows that populate it, 
which are also the clouds in the sky). 

History is always written from the sedentary point of view and in the 
name of a unitary State apparatus. at least a possible one, even when the 
topic is nomads. What is lacking is a Nomadology, the opposite of a history. 
There are rare successes in this also, for example, on the subject of the 
Children's Crusades;· iVlarcel Schwob's book multiplies narratives like so 
many plateaus with variable numbers of dimensions. Then there is Andrze
jews'!ti's book, Les portes du paradis (The gates of paradise), composed of a 
single uninterrupted sentence; a flow of children; a flow of walking with 
pauses, straggling, and forward rushes; the semiotic flow of the confessions 
of all the children who go up to the old monk at the head of the procession 
to make their declarations; a flow of desire and sexuality, each child having 
left out of love and more or less directly led by the dark posthumous ped
erastic desire of the count of Vendome; all this with circles of convergence. 
What is important is not whether the flows are "One or multiple"-we're 
past that point: there is a collective assemblage of enunciation, a machinic 
assemblage of desire. one inside the other and both plugged into an 
immense outside that is a multiplicity in any case. A more recent example 
is Armand Farrachi's book on the Fourth Crusade,' La dislocation, in which 
the sentences space themselves out and disperse, or else jostle together and 
coexist. and in which the letters, the typography begin to dance as the cru
sude grows more delirious." These are models of nomadic and rhizomatic 

3. TiJe Dilfries of Frnn: Kujlw, cd. ~Ia, Brod, Irans. . tinople, which was sacked in 1203. 
Joseph Kresh I New York: Schocken. 1948). p. 12 6. Marcel Sch"ob, fhe Childre,, · .• Cr",,,de. trans. 
rDck~uzf.' and GUlIuari's note] . Henry Copley (Boston: Small. Maynard, 1898), 
~ . 1he altempt of thousands of children to make Jerzy Andrlejewski, Les POr1es d .. para"i., (Paris: 
th eir way to the Holv bnd to reclaim it from the Gallionard. 1949); .-\rmand Farrachi. La Di.<loca
\Iu , lims: the first group set out from Vendome in tion IDi,locali",Jj (Paris: Stock. 1974). It was in 
the ' ummcr of 1212. the conte.'t of Schwob's book that Paul AJphandery 
'i . One of 8 European military e'peditions (1095- remarked that literature, in certain cases, could 
1291 ) intcoded to drive the Mtlslims from Jeru revitalize hisfory and impose upon il "genuine 
, ,,10m and other Christian holv sites: the Fourth research directions"; Ll Chre~jemlettf <.'I tiMe de 
Crllsade was putatively targeted at Egvpt la center croisade [Christianit)' and I.he Idea of the Crusade 1 
of Muslim power) but was diverted to conquer the (Paris: Albin Michel, 1959), \'01. 2. p. 116 [Deleuze 
Christian cities ofZara l in Hungary) and Constan- and Guatlari's note]. 
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writing. Wliting weds a war machine and lines of flight, abandoning the 
strata, segmentaritit's. sedentarity, the State apparatus. But why is a model 
still necessary? Aren't these books still "images" of the Crusades? Don't thel 
still retain a unity, in Schwob's case a pivotal unity, in Farrachi's an aborled 
unity, and in the most beautiful example, Les partes du pamdis, the unit) of 
the funereal count? Is there a need for a more profound nomadism than 
that of the Crusades, a nomadism of true nomads, or of those who no longer 
even move or imitate anything? The nomadism of those who only assemble 
(agencent). How can the book find an adequate outside with \vhich to 
assemble in heterogeneity, rather than a world to reproduce? The cultural 
book is necessarily a tracing: already a tracing of itself, a tracing of the pre
vious book by the same author, a tracing of other books however differenl 
they may be, an endless tracing of established concepts and words. a tracing 
of the world present, past, and future. Even the anticultural book may still 
be burdened by too heavy a cultural load: but it will use it actively, for for
getting instead of remembering, for underdevelopment instead of progress 
toward development, in nomadism rather than sedentarit),. to make a map 
instead of a tracing. RHIZOMATtCS = POP ANALYSIS, even if the people have 
other things to do besides read it, even if the blocks of academic culture or 
pseudoscientificity in it are still too painful or ponderous. For science would 
go completely mad if left to its own devices . Look at mathematics: it's not a 
science, it 's a monster slang, it's nomadic. Even in the realm of theory, espe
cially in the realm of theory, any precarious and pragmatic frame'll:ork is 
better than tracing concepts, with their breaks and progress changing noth
ing. Imperceptible rupture, not signifying break. The nomads im'ented a 
war machine in opposition to the State apparatus. History has never com
prehended nomadism, the book has never comprehended the outside. The 
State as the model for the book and for thought has a long history: logos, ' 
the philosopher-king, the transcendence of the Idea, the interiority of the 
concept, the repuhlic of minds, the court of reason, the functionaries of 
thought, man as legislator and subject. The State 's pretension to be a world 
order, and to root man. The war machine's relation to an outside is not 
another "model"; it is an assemblage that makes thought itself nomadic, and 
the book a working part in every mobile machine. a stem for a rhizome 
(Kleist and Kafka against Goethe'). 

\Vrite to the nth pm.ver, the n-I power, write with slogans: Make rhi
zomes, not roots, never plant! Don't sow, grow offshoots! Don't be one or 
multiple, be multiplicities! Run lines, ne\'er plot a point! Speed turns the 
point into a line!9 Be quick, even when standing stilP Line of chance, line 
of hips, line of night. Don't bring out the General in you! Don't have just 
ideas, just have an idea (Godard)1 Have short-term ideas. Make maps. not 
photos or drawings, Be the Pink Panther and your loves will be like the 
wasp and the orchid. the cat and the baboon, As they say about old man 
river: 

7. Word, speech: discourse_ r". ,on (G reek ): in the Bergue ( Pari ~: Lnia n General ~ d'Edi(ion!o.. I ~J- " 

Ne\\ Tesramenr, logos is oft en idt~ ntifi ed with on {-h ~ ap p€dran<.:e of iinearit~ and the dj s r Ll V( I( l ~ 


Ch rist. of perception b, speed 100ieule and Guo"" '" 

8. Johann \1'oIfgang von Goeth" (174 9-1 b32 i, notel· 

magisterial Germ'n n poet. plaY"Tlght. and nn\'e!i<;t. I. jean·Luc God ard (b. 1930 ',. French fiimm dkcr 


9. Sec Paul Virilio, "Vehiculaire," in ·\·o JJl(jde~ e l and screen\\ril er best ~nov.n for hi" \\ (l Tk of Ihe 

I"ClgabOlld" i.\·OIlUTd.... (!Jul \ 'agahol/dsl, ed. Jac.: ques 1950s and 1\16 05 during th e '\C\\ II a,e in Fr. n C .
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He don't plant 'tatos 
Don't plant cotton 
Them that plants them is soon forgotten 
But old man river he just keeps rollin ' along2 

A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between 
things, interbeing, intermezzo. The tree is filiation, but the rhizome is alli
ance, uniquely alliance. The tree imposes the verb "to be," but the fabric of 
the rhizome is the conjunction, "and ... and ... and ..." This conjunction 
carries enough force to shake and uproot the verb "to be." Where are you 
going? Where are you coming from? What are you heading for?' These are 
totally useless questions. Making a clean slate, starting or beginning again 
from ground zero, seeking a beginning or a foundation-all imply a false 
conception of voyage and movement (a conception that is methodical, ped
agogical, initiatory, symbolic ... ). But Kleist, Lenz, and Buchner' have 
another way of traveling and moving: proceeding from the middle, through 
the middle, coming and going rather than starting and finishing. s American 
literature, and already English literature, manifest this rhizomatic direction 
to an even greater extent; they know how to move between things, establish 
a logic of the AND, overthrow ontology, do away with foundations, nullify 
endings and beginnings. They know how to practice pragmatics. The middle 
is by no means an average; on the contrary, it is where things pick up speed. 
Between things does not designate a localizable relation going from one thing 
to the other and back again, but a perpendicular direction, a transversal 
movement that sweeps one and the other away, a stream without beginning 
or end thliW: undermines its banks and picks up speed in the middle. 

1980 

2. From "01' Man River," an imitation of a Negro tist. Jakob Lenz (1751-1792), German poet. 
spiritual composed by Jerome Kern with lyrics 5. See Jean-Christopher Bailly's description of 
(here slightly misquoted) by Oscar Hammerstein movement in German Romanticism, in his intro· 
for the musical Show Boat (192 7). duclion to La Ugende dispersee: Anthologie du 
3. Paul Gauguin (1848-1903), a French painter romantisme allemand [The Dispersed Legend: An 
who became a Ifnomad" in Tahiti , gave one of his Anthology of German Romanticism) (Paris: Union 
Tahitian paintings these three questions as a title. Generale d'Editions, 1976), pp. 18ff.{Deleuzeand 
4. Georg Buchner (1813-1837), German drama- Gualtar;'s note). 

]EAN-FRAN<;OIS LYOTARD 
1925-1998 

]ean-Fran<;:ois Lyotard was at the center of debates about postmodernism during the 
1980s and 1990s. His celebrated announcement of the demise of "grand narratives" 
and of the "incommensurability" of local "language games" made his Postmodern 
Condition (1979; trans. 1984) the most sllccinct, accessible, and memorable mani
festo of the postmodernist position. Lyotard, along with MICHEL FOUCAULT, was 
labeled a "young conservative" by the German philosopher JORGEN HABERMAs-and 
the battle was joined. The postmodernists contended that "general human emanci
pation" could not be gained through the universalist strategies characteristic of both 


